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1. Introduction

In the present paper we shall derive the energetic theorem; it will be used sub-
sequently to obtain the theorem on uniqueness of solutions of equations of magneto-
thermoelasticity. Our considerations refer to an homogeneous and isotropic medium,
its electric conductivity being assumed finite.

The system of basic equations of magneto-thermoelasticity consists of:
a) equations of electrodynamics of slowly moving media [1], [2]

An
0.1) rotA = — j ,

UQ dh
•(1.2) rot E=-TT,

(1.3) / =

(1.4) div*A = 0,

b) equations of motion

(1-5) Oij.j+Xi+Ttj,] = Qiti, i,j = 1, 2, 3,

and

c) equation of heat conductivity [3] in a coupled form

1 dd Q
di(1.6) V6

In the equations above the following notations are used: h and E stand for the vectors
of magnetic and electric field intensities, respectively, j denotes the vector of current
density, H — the vector of primary, constant field, u — the displacement vector,
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236 W. N o w a c k i [378]

fit) — the magnetic permeability, c — velocity of light and, finally, Ao — the electric
conductivity.

The symbol <% denotes, as usually in our papers, the stress tensor and Ttj —
the Maxwell's tensor of the tension of electromagnetic field. X — is the vector of
body forces and 5 the density.

6 = T — To is the difference between the absolute temperature T and that
TQ of the natural thermic state of the body; Q means the function describing the
intensity of heat sources, Q — W/QC, , where W denotes the quantity of heat generated
per volume unit of the body in a time unit; cB denotes the specific heat of the body
its deformation being assumed constant and x — kJQCB is a coefficient, k denoting
the heat conductivity.

The equations given above should be supplemented with relations between the
stresses, deformations and temperature. They are called Duhamel—Neumann
relations

(1.7) <rtj = 2[tei]+(Xe — y6) dij, e = ekk

Moreover, the following relations are to be taken into consideration

1
(1.8) et] — — (Mi, j+Uj, t), i, j = 1, 2, 3 .

The tensor Ty appearing in Eq. (1.5) may be expressed by the components of the
h and H vectors in the following form:

(1.9) Tt, = ^~ [hi Hj+h} Ht - dtj (hk Hk)], i,], k = 1, 2, 3 .

In the sequal we shall make use of the following equation

(1.10) zP/i-/5A= ~p rot (uXH), g

it is obtaied by elimination of the quantities 7 and ETrom Eqs. (1.1)—(1.3) and by
taking advantage of Eq. (1.4). Introducing the relations (1.7)—(1.9) into Eqs. (1.5),
we arrive at the following displacement equations

(1.11) ^V2«+(l+ iu) grad div u+ — (jxH)+X= QU.

[x and A are here Lam6's constants measured in isothermic conditions.

2. Basic energetic theorem

Let us multiply the equation of motion, Eq. (1.5), by the velocity of displacement
V{ = m and integrate it with respect to the volume of the body.

The integral

(2.1)
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expresses here the principle of momentum conservation. Applying the theorem on
divergence, we transform the integral (2.1) to the form

(2.2) / Xi vi dV+ } piVidA^ofit Vi dV+ f Tti e(i dV+ j al} ei} dV,
B A B B B

where pt = (cnj+Ti)) it).
Expressing the stress at) by the Duhamel—Neumann equation, we obtain

(2.3) / XtVidV+ f piVtdA = e j itvtdV+ j Ttje()dV+
B B B B

+ J{lueii'eij+Xe'e) dV-yfdedV.
B B

Eq. (2.3) may be written as well in the form

dK dW C C C C
(2.4) -^ + ~d-f = ) XiVtdV+ J ptVidA+yJ OkdV-j TiSlt)dV.

B A B B

The symbol K means here kinetic energy and W — the deformation work. These
quantities will be expressed as follows:

K=-QJ ViVtdV, W=J \ii8tietj+—\dV.
B B

On the right-hand side of Eq. (2.4) there appear in explicit form the following magni-
tudes: causes inducing motion, body forces Xi and surface loads, pu As regards
the causes of thermic and electromagnetic type, they appear in an implicit form.
To have them in an explicit form, too, we take advantage of Eqs. (1.6) and (1.10).

To this end we multiply Eq. (1.6) by d and integrate it over the body region

(2.5) H j 0V2 6dV = / 0+rjxe - Q) UV'.
B B

Performing on Eq. (2.5) Green's trnasformation, we obtain

(2.6) I e0dV= I QBdV+— I 66 „ dA I 60dV BjdjdV
J rjx J r] J rjH J rj J
B B A B B

Substituting Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.4) and introducing the function of thermic energy
P and dissipation function %g

we get
dK dw dp r r c. r

= Xnar+jpiVidA + fj Q0dv+
B A B

+ -^r\dO,ndA- I Tijh
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Let us remark that for Ttj -*• 0 Eq. (2.7) reduces to the energetic equation deriv-
ed by J. H. Weiner in [4] for the thermoplastic problem.

We have now to transform the last integral in the right-hand part of Eq. (2.7).
To simplify our subsequent considerations we assume H = (0, 0, H), i.e. we assume
the vector of the primary magnetic field to act along the x3-axis. It does not encroach
on the generality of our considerations. The fl-field being assumed as indicated
above we take into account the relation (1.9) and in this way we arrive at

(2.8) j T k d V

H

Use was made here of Eq. (1.4), i.e. hj,j — 0.
Assuming H=(Q,0,H) Eq. (1.10), reads as below

(2.9) v2/k-/?fl = -i3#cp, 9- ( t f i , 3 .«a ,3 i -« i . i - -« i 1 a) '

We multiply now the first of Eqs. (2.9) by hi and integrate it over the body region.
We obtain

(2.10) / (V2hi-Pk)hdV=* ~PH[ ul3hxdV.
B B

and, after performing Green's transformation, we have

(2.11) J hx~dA- \hhihx,idV-p\ h\hxdV= - $H \ h^u^dV.
A B B B

Performing similar operations on two subsequent Eqs. (2.9) and additionning Eqs.
(2.11) with two subsequent analogous equations, we have

(2.12) J hi-~dA-j hi,th]ltdV- p] ft]h}dV=- PH j (htu}>3- h3e) dV.
A B B B

Taking into account Eqs. (2.8) and (2.12), we get

(2.13) J Tti etj dV=-^J h,, i h t dV+ ~ J hi k dV~~J hj ht, n dA +
B B B A

An
A

f .J u

Now inserting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.7) and introducing the functions
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we obtain the final form of the energetic theorem which reads as follows

(2.14) — (K+ W+P+D)+Xe+x* = J Xt», dV+ J Pivi dA+Yj QQ dV+
B A ° B

A

Here, in the right-hand part of the equation all caused inducing the movement of
the body appear in explicit form. Several particular cases are included in Eq. (2.14)
in its form as above.

Thus, assuming the absence of primary magnetic field, we have h = 0 and,
cdnsequently, Eq. (2.14) takes the following form:

J J
B A B

(2.15) -r(K+W+P)+Xe= XiVidV-V ptvtdA+~ Q6dV+
at J J 1 Q J

if
10 J

, a A , pi = at} it}

which holds for problems of thermoelasticity. If the heat sources are lacking and the
surface of the body is thermally insulated, Eq. (2.15) reduces to the energetic equation
of elastokinetics

d C C .
(2.16) — (K+W)= I XtVidV+ I piVtdA.

h A

Let us observe that the quantities /J, and X appearing in the expression for the de-
formation energy, W, assume adiabatic values.

3. Uniqueness theorem

The demonstation of the uniqueness of solutions of equations of magneto-
thermoelasticity may be derived basing on the energetic theorem, Eq. (2.14). Assume
there are two solutions, one of them being characterized by the quantities w4', 6', h't
and the second — by M4" , d", h'('. Denoting the difference between these two solu-
tions by

it is easily seen that the functions u*, 6*, h* satisfy homogeneous differential equa-
tions, homogeneous boundary conditions and homogeneous initial conditions.
Thus, the solutions u*, 6*, h* refer to a body wherein body forces and heat sources
inside the body are lacking. At the same time there are no loads, Maxwell's pressures
and heatings.

Thus, it remains to be proved that inside the body the values for the stresses
a*p temperature 0* and the function h* are zero-values.
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The energetic equation (2.4) for the functions /if, 6*, h* will assume the fol-
lowing form

(3.2) ~^(K*+W*+P*+D*) = - (X*0+x)t < 0.

or

(3.3) •

Consequently, we infer from the inequality (3.3) that the integral cannot rise
for t > 0. Since the initial conditions for the integrand functions are homogeneous,
the integral itself at the initial moment should be equal to zero. Its values cannot
be negative as the integrand expression is a sum of squares with positive coefficients.
Thus, the value of the integral appearing in (3-3) is necessarily zero for t ^ 0. It
leads to the following equalities

< - 0 , 4 = 0, 0* = O Af-O,
or

(3.4) v't=v't', 4 = 4 ' , 9 ' - 9 " , ^ = = / J ( " for ? > 0 in the

region B.
Making use of the Duhamel—Neumann relations, we see that c^ = <7y , too.
Thus we may conclude on the uniqueness of the solution of the problem of

magneto-thermoelasticity as regards the deformations, stresses, temperature and
the values for h{. For the displacements we obtain

(3.5) u'f — M4" + linear term.

The linear term describes here the rotation and translation of the body considered
as perfectly rigid. In the case of displacements prescribed on A, the linear term
vanishes.
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B. HOBAUKHfi, riPOBJIEMA JIHHEftHOtt COEIPflHCEHHOfi TEPMOYnPyrOCTH.
I. SHEPrETHHECKAfl TEOPEMA H TEOPEMA OB O#HO3HAHHOCTH PEIUEHHflt.

B coo6memwi BbiBefleHa anepreriMecKaH TeopeMa flnji ynpyroro Tena, HaxoAHiHeroca B nep-
BHOTOM H nocTOHimoM MarHHTHOM none, npH npeAnojiOHceHHM, MTO 3TO Tejio o6naRasx KoiieHHoa
3JieKTpoupoBOflHocTbK>. B ynoMflHyroM Tene nofl BJin»HneM MexamiHecKHX, TepMHiecKHX H 3JieK-
TpoMarronmix npn4HH o6pa3yioTCH nojia flecj)opMaipin, TeMnepaTypHoe H 3JieKTpoManuiTHoe
nojia, conpaaceHHwe MeaQiy co6oii. SHepreTHiecxaa TeopeMa (2.14) flaex BoiMOJKHOCTb noxa3aTb


